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Thank you, King Kyle. God bless you. God bless you all! (Applause) Please, no, no! Come on you all! 

We got the Tennessee crew. Hey, let's give it up for the Tennessee crew over here! (Applause and shouts) 

Our missionaries are doing great there. Praise God! All right, today we are in 2 Corinthians chapter 8.  

 

 

Escalation 

Now, we are in such an incredible time folks, one week away from the Rod of Iron Freedom Festival 

and globally we see major escalation. The Nord Stream pipeline was detonated. That's definitely 

underwater demolition; that's definitely some type of Special Operations group, whether it be Ukraine 

or the CIA but that's underwater demolition. They blew that up, which of course is a major escalation 

in World War III. People think world wars pop up like that, because we're so used to movies; we're 

used to the time frame of a movie which is an hour and a half. So, we want all the stuff to happen in 

about an hour and a half, “Come on, hurry up! I don't have time. Let's go!” It doesn't happen that way. 

 

World wars don’t just pop up. It takes escalation and escalation and escalation and economic 

collapsing and things like that. Let's put it that way: it ramps up until there's a tipping point such as 

Archduke Ferdinand getting assassinated; that's a tipping point. So, there is always escalation build 

up, build up, build up, build up. It's like watching an accident happening in slow motion. You see that 

the wall is here and the car is coming; it just went quickly and we could adjust quickly. The wall’s 

over here, you're seeing it and you say, “Oh, don't do that! Don't!” And of course, it happens. Boom! 

 

It is escalation, so we're in an incredible time; micro and macro massive escalation. Now with the war 

in Ukraine Putin declared he will use nuclear weapons against the West etc.; he's saying,” We will 
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annex Ukraine, take part of it and say that it's part of the Russian Federation, as it has always been.” That’s 

what they're going to claim. And now we see major detonations in the major pipeline going to Europe. 

So, we've got to pray for our brothers and sisters and all the folks in Europe; they are going to have a 

cold winter.  

 

 

Two types of energy 

Maybe you've kept up with what the farmers are saying in different parts of the States; some farmers 

are saying that by next year we're going to have massive increase in the price of meat. Some 

Oklahoma farmers were saying they believe the price of one pound of beef is going to be 50 bucks. 

One pound of beef 50 bucks! Ah! 50 bucks for a pound! Dang! Whoa! 50 bucks for a pound of beef! 

You see what’s happening?  

 

You have to understand, we’re talking about energy warfare and how the Satanic cartel at the top use 

all the different types of warfare. They use law fare, they use media fare, they also use warfare by 

cutting off energy supply. There are two types of energy: obviously one type of energy is like gas, oil, 

how we power all our electric equipment, the grid, all that kind of thing.  

But there's also another type of energy which is what? Energy for human beings; that means calories. 

So, they don't only want to control the pipelines since that is the energy towards vehicles and 

machines, but they also want to control the calories.  That's another form of energy; that's energy that 

we have to consume to function as people. Are you with me folks? 

 

Every communist dictator has tried to control what? The food supply, because that's the type of 

energy that human beings have to use in order to function. If you can deplete that energy, make them 

weak, get them in low reserves, always have the gas tank on empty, then a lot of people are going to 

be begging. A lot of people are going to be what? Wanting those handouts from the government. Now 

people will sell out because they've stricken them with great poverty; the government has now been 

able to choke them and squeeze tighter and tighter like the anaconda and get what they want. They 

use it as leverage.  

 

So, you have to understand, there are those two types of energy. That's why having your gas supplies 

and understanding the differences in the shelf life of gasoline and all those kinds of things for your 

vehicle is good, but paying attention also as you prepare for your body and for the people in the 

community. That type of energy warfare is happening folks. They are waging war on energy; for 

example, on the gas pushing for electric vehicles. 

 

 

Government-funded operations 

By the way, when electric vehicles explode in a car accident, you can't shut them off. Did you see what 

happened in Massachusetts with the electric Tesla vehicle that was on fire for two hours? Lithium is 

explosive. They show it on the web: they've put regular batteries, unskinned them with the metal 

sheeting, they have thrown the lithium battery into water and the thing starts bubbling, and boom! It 
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explodes in water! In water! So, you imagine you get into a car accident and it's raining! Oh Lord! 

You're going to have a massive, massive kaboom.  

 

And of course, Elon Musk is now releasing the new government Terminator AI robots. Did you see 

that? Oh Lord! Skynet, crazy stuff we saw in the Terminator; Skynet, freaking robots running around. 

Oh, my Lord! These people are actually trying to make that kind of stuff! That's how crazy it is! They 

think that's all just a big joke. Those movies Harbingers are warnings.  

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/09/30/elon-musk-shows-off-humanoid-robot-prototype-at-tesla-ai-

day.html 

There it is; Elon Musk and his massively government-funded operations including Tesla, and of 

course they try to KILL everybody's usage of cars and gas. “SUVs and pickup trucks they're bad; SUVs 

and pickup trucks are destroying the earth and they're creating CLIMATE change.” Have you heard this? 

But they can blow up a pipeline which is spewing methane gas! You're talking about cow farts? Folks, 

this gas pipeline is SPEWING out methane right now!  

 

Who creates the most global pollution? It's the centralized governments. They are the biggest polluters 

on the planet because they also operate the nuclear facilities which are horribly run. They have no 

incentive to run them well and they can't be sued. So, they are terribly handled; they're leaking all the 

time and they're polluting. The biggest polluters on the planet are governments. But of course, YOU 

will be fine if you cut down a tree in your backyard; the FBI will come after YOU and the 87,000 IRS 

agents are for all of you bigots and Hitlers and Stalins and whatever they call you.  

 

 

Big Pharma doctors 

So, it’s a serious time; it's so crazy. We have to laugh at it sometimes because it doesn't seem true; it’s 

as if we were in Twilight Zone. This is the first time in world history when a country's doctor is 

declaring that men can become pregnant; FIRST time in history! Men can become pregnant! We see 

this stuff all the time with these trans actors on Capitol Hill, folks. There's a young leftist doctor, an 

Indian guy with big earrings and he's up there arguing with a senator who asks, “Can a biological male 

have a baby? Can he get pregnant?” And the doctor answers, “Yes, Senator.” It's a doctor, folks; it's a 

doctor!  

 

We have worshipped the medical establishment. Because of such a huge dependency on 

pharmacological drugs, people in America and in the West have for decades worshiped the doctors as 

if they were saints; as if they were the new priesthood. “They can be trusted.” “I meet with him every week 

and he's given me this prescription, these pills and drugs.” “They have no selfish motives whatsoever; they're 

like saints; they're like angels!” This is the kind of lies that people in the West and especially in America 

have begun to believe. And of course, China is producing 90% of the pharmacological drugs! But 

that's not the only thing; it's the dependence on this medical establishment which has to get 

government license. Remember in the Kingdom of God Constitution you don't need government 

licensing.  
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Now for the first time in modern history young people at least have seen the reality of what happened 

with the covid scam; they saw for the first time in their lifetime what happened with a scam like this. 

All the “medical professionals”, all the “doctors,” all the most educated of society, all the best healers 

of society came out and were pushing the poison. They were pushing the poison jab on EVERYBODY; 

they didn't even care. Why? Because the government is using the leverage of their medical licensing, 

“If you don't push it, your license will be revoked.”  

 

See, the young people don't understand why in the Kingdom Constitution government licensing for 

those kinds of careers is illegal. Why? Because the people who are good healers will have a good 

reputation, good rumor mill and people will go to them because they're good healers, and their 

business will flourish depending on how well they treat those people and how honest they are. Not 

whether or not they're beholden to a government that has massive funding by Pfizer and the Big 

Pharma companies. Are you with me folks? We saw what happened with our own eyes.  

 

The folks who've been around have seen this probably in other countries, but our young people 

they've never EVER witnessed something like this, never; especially if they've never been out of the 

rich countries and into poor ones. If they've never seen poor countries they've not been exposed to 

that type of unbelievable corruption. Remember the Nazis and all their medical experimentation on 

Jews? By whom? The medical professionals, the most EDUCATED class; that’s what they were 

claiming to be. They were measuring the Jews’ noses compared to Aryan noses. I'm serious folks they 

were doing this kind of thing. The Chinese doctor, the “medical establishment” Chinese doctor who 

gets the government license, what is he doing? He's harvesting ORGANS from PEOPLE, folks! 

 

The American ABORTION doctors what are they doing? They're “doctors,” they’ve been educated; 

they learned about all these surgeries and they're slaughtering BABIES! We have a disconnect. We 

think that the abortion doctors they're not part of the medical establishment so we can trust the Big 

Pharma drugs medical doctors. After covid, people woke up big time. They realized, “Wow! I can't be 

dependent on this kind of Big Pharma lifeline,” especially when China's controlling it and they are our 

adversary; they are our enemy. They are our enemy! Can you imagine? It’s like your sworn enemy 

handing you the meds that are supposed to sustain your life! How is that going to work out for you? 

It doesn't sound so good. 

 

It's like Joker. Batman is there and he needs meds and Joker hands him his meds, “Batman, here you go! 

Here you go, Batman!” Would that ever make any sense? It is so stupid that you can't put it in a Batman 

episode. It would be so ridiculously stupid that nobody would believe it if it was a cartoon. But that's 

literally what's happening in America! We have 90% of the pharmacological coming from our 

ADVERSARY, sworn adversary, the Chicom Communist nation. 

 

 

Chinese police stations in the West 

By the way Fox News is reporting that China is now establishing unofficial police stations in Europe 

and the U.S! Unofficial police stations! The Chinese government officials are establishing police 
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stations in Europe and in the US. How is this even real, folks? Those are our sworn adversaries! They 

are antithesis to freedom and responsibility.  

https://www.foxnews.com/world/china-opened-overseas-police-stations-us-canada-monitor-

chinese-citizens 

“China has opened overseas POLICE stations in the U.S and Canada.” Oh my gosh! This is so crazy, it just 

can't be true, so I had to actually look into it and it's true. Dang it! It's true. When you think the Left 

has depleted their reserve of craziness; when you think they've exhausted the creativity of craziness. 

NO! They always got to one-up themselves and now they got the Chicoms setting up POLICE stations 

in America. Oh my gosh! Are you kidding me? 

 

I'm sure of course they're only trying to help Chinese citizens get back to China! I'm sure! Of course, 

that's what they claim, “We're just trying to help Chinese citizens get back to China.” And of course, we 

can believe a government that organ-harvests some people, kills people for having a different religion. 

Free speech? No, it doesn't exist. Disarmament of all the people. You know we can trust a government 

like that when they say, “Oh, we're trying to help Chinese citizens get back home. We're not using it as a base 

of Intel or a base of operations in the U.S! We're not creating paramilitary forces with law enforcement powers!” 

They are being given law enforcement powers in the West! Are you kidding me? And of course, 

“we're not going to be a base of operation for the U.N.” No, of course not! China was the head of the U.N 

Security Council. You remember that, right? That's why Father called the U.N, “Satanic UN, and Cain 

UN.” 

 

This can't be real folks! It's just so crazy, it cannot be real. Every week we hear about this stuff and it 

blows your mind. It’s like, “Oh, my God! How is this happening?” How can a country now for the first 

time in history be claiming that men can have babies and we're building our adversary POLICE 

stations? We might as well build them some Chinese military bases here! Hey, how's that? Why don’t 

we just do that? Because what do you think these police stations are going to be? I mean give me a 

break! It's so crazy; it's unreal! Do you understand how crazy that is, folks? You think China is 

allowing the U.S to set up U.S police stations in China? Oh, golly! You're got to be kidding me! It's 

painful to see what kind of situation we are in. 

 

 

The threat of nuclear warfare 

That's why the micro-macro is moving so fast. The Rod of Iron Freedom Festival is right around the 

corner with of course with Sebastian Gorka, Ambassador Keys, pastors from the local area et cetera; 

people who are worried about the body of Christ, people who have a heart of generosity and pray 

about the gift of America. If America dies, folks, the destiny of the world is tied to it. And of course, 

because of the fall of the Han mother, we know there's going to be a worldwide judgment. We were 

already preaching about that almost ten years ago, and everybody was mocking us and calling us 

crazy. What were they calling me? I was “the naked prince in the wilderness” or something like that.  

 

But look at what has happened after ten years. There IS a worldwide judgment, there IS constant 

escalation, there IS the phase of actual warfare now breaking out; there IS Russia now taking over 
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“European” nations. There IS mobilization of European and American troops 300,000 plus towards 

Russia; there IS the movement of nuclear capable missiles, right now as we speak folks. Right now! 

You understand, Putin is putting out in the mass media, “this is not a bluff, we can use nuclear power.”  

https://www.newsweek.com/vladimir-putin-threatens-nuclear-strikes-over-ukraine-this-not-bluff-

1744758 

When he's saying that, it means that the whole system in Russia is ready to go. The silos are ready, the 

hatches are open or whatever they have there and they're ready; they're ready to go.  

 

And of course, their plan towards nuclear warfare it's different than the one in the US. They're not of 

the same philosophy, “Oh, we're going to destroy everybody” and “everybody's going to die.” ‘Mutually 

assured destruction’ is what America's doctrine is, right? Well, that's because America's doctrine is 

based on the Judeo-Christian worldview where human beings are valuable. We don't just want to 

eradicate human beings because they're the apex of creation, they're made in God's image etc. 

Humans are inherently valuable thus we should not just eradicate them willy-nilly; that would be a 

bad thing.  

 

But tyrants don't have that doctrine, folks; they don't care if people die. Why? Because they care about 

power; they don't care about human life. You see throughout history that tyrants will sacrifice 

MILLIONS of their people; in fact, they'll genocide them themselves. They'll go KILL them; they'll 

send squads to kill them. In Germany and Russia, China, North Korea etc., they'll go KILL the citizens 

that are acting up uppity. They don't care, except for power. So, they have a totally different doctrine. 

 

Totalitarianism has a different doctrine; that is the doctrine of facing nuclear war with the notion that 

“we can win this and we have to plan to win”. That's why while America has denuclearized in the last 

twenty years and all our equipment is getting older, Russia and China are going against all the 

different treaties that they signed, and all this kind of promises and pacts that they agreed on, “Oh, we 

won't do it.” But they've been building up nuclear arsenals, and of course we saw that on display last 

year with the testing of the Samrat ‘Satan’ missiles that Russia is now shooting. Those are 

intercontinental ballistic missiles that will get to any city in America within about fifteen minutes. 

Massive nuclear payload! 

 

So, the nuclear warfront is not like they're going to shoot one missile over here and blow up a little 

section here and then America's going to shoot one back and then blow some Chinese CCP guys up 

and then they're going to shoot us again. That's not how it works, folks. Both China and Russia believe 

they'll be victorious, and they've been planning for this; by the way according to insider sources, their 

end goal was 2020. Their strategy is decapitation. So, they are not:” Shoot one missile here; let us respond. 

Oh my gosh! We got hit! Shoot and blow them up and take out 300,000 of their people.” That's not how it 

works folks.  

 

Some experts say that when they decide, 80% of their arsenal goes out in one second. ALL of it to 

explode every major military base, every major base that holds our nuclear triad, mostly up near 

Montana in that era; explode everything. They can. That way America is not able to respond; Europe 
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is not able to respond. It's not like they're going to be just hitting America; they'll be smashing Europe, 

all of Europe too, and other major military bases. They’ll smash them all with nuclear missiles.  

 

The whole point is to decapitate the enemy so they have no way to respond. Then you hold the cities 

hostage and say, “You see what we did with all your bases? Now we're going to start hitting cities unless you 

totally surrender.” That's when they're going to start targeting L.A. or New York City and start blowing 

up those places, because then they're showing, “We mean business. We still got a huge arsenal left. You're 

not going to surrender? Here go some of your cities; a couple of millions dead right now.” Boom! That's how 

nuclear warfare unfolds. It's a massive destruction, decapitation and then attack using the cities as 

hostages to make those nations capitulate to the new boss in town. Who? Russia and China. They're 

the ones that want to rule the earth folks, and they're both ruling with what? Total totalitarianism. 

Putin speaks in a Christian way but he’s definitely acting totalitarian; he’s not allowing freedom in his 

country.  

 

 

America, the Bald Eagle, is drunk 

Yes, he has some points of course. He's saying the West is trying to poison the young people with the 

gay and transgender agenda; which is true. I mean that's true; we’ve become a post-Christian society. 

Our society is producing CRAZINESS now. We’re the first society in human history where the doctors, 

the elite educated people are claiming that males can give birth to babies. Pregnant? Biological males? 

You’ll ask, “Well, what's the problem with that?” It shows that we are NUTS! You understand? What do 

you think those other countries think about us?  

 

Matt Walsh went to talk to the Maasai tribe in Africa and asked, “Can a man become a woman and a 

woman a man because you identify as such?” They said, “What? What? You’re crazy! You’re crazy!” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6yAnHFj4IK0 

Matt Walsh is out of Nashville, Tennessee, and they’re doing great work. Please go follow him; he’s a 

tremendous patriot and he's doing amazing work. He's an expert on the whole transgender ideology 

battle and is fighting it. 

 

The point is: every other culture in this world knows this is crazy. “What are you talking about? How are 

you people even arguing about this? How are your congressmen and your president pushing forth these ideas 

which any sane seven-year-old, eight-year-old knows to be false?” Which is the reason why when they bring 

children to Drag Queen Story Hour the kids are usually terrified. These “moms” are crazy; they are 

abusing these kids forcing them to come to these things, and then the kids are like, “Oh, there’s a man 

in costume women clothing.” They're actually kind of scared. 

 

What do you imagine Russia and China think when they see this? They are laughing, folks. They say, 

“Oh, America, the Bald Eagle drank too much Kool-Aid; the Bald Eagle is drunk; the Bald Eagle is naked with 

no clothes on. Chinese Panda ready to go! Russian Bear ready to go!” Oh, Lord! Are you kidding me, folks? 

We are in a heap of trouble. Our adversaries see that our top “leaders” are pushing this kind of stuff; 

they know this country has gone UTTERLY insane. There's no more social fabric that holds people 
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together; people are openly anti-American. In fact, it's trendy and cool if you're a young person to be 

openly anti-American; you're cool and friendly, you're popular, you're progressive. 

 

There are movements in America that are trying to raise up young people like Turning Point USA, etc., 

but you can see how much power the educational system has over children, and seriously they've 

made it to a point where for the Christian family it's so difficult to even stay out of those public 

schools. They can, but it requires certain skills; you got to be able to homeschool the children, etc. 

Usually, they got the parents now working two jobs because they're taxing them out the wazoo; tax 

rates are going up, up, up. Double income forces the kids to go to school, and they capture them. 

Indoctrination every single day, every day, every day! Exposure, exposure, exposure, indoctrination, 

exposure, indoctrination every day! They're exposing them to lunacy; thus, lunacy starts looking 

normal. The children start psychologically ACCLAMATING to the craziness, and they believe that to 

be social JUSTICE, and fighting for equality against HATE. 

 

You hear this one “we're fighting hate,” even though we hate the Christians that obey the Word of God 

and see those sins as things that God hates. So, the very persons that claims “they fight hate,” are 

hateful towards their adversaries. They're all for women unless she is the prime minister of Italy who's 

a woman, the first woman prime minister of Italy. All the feminists should be CELEBRATING her; 

they should be happy that the new prime minister of Italy is a woman. She's like a Trump patriot; 

that’s basically what she is. (Applause) All the feminists and all the progressives should be so happy; 

they should be so proud of Italy. They should be saying, “#Italy. #IStandWithHer.” Right? There 

should be all those hashtags.  

 

But where is all that? It doesn't exist because it’s only a certain type of women: the women that 

SUBMIT to their orthodoxy, to their religion, their cult; that SUBMIT to their liberal World Order 

progressivism, LGBTQ sex cult. Only if you SUBMIT to that and never complain and always do what 

you're told, THEN you will be celebrated by the feminists. Are you with me folks?  

 

By the way they can't even define what a biological woman is anymore! The feminists are here trying 

to fight for women's equality, okay; but what is a woman? “It's anybody who identifies as a woman.” 

(Laughing) Well, you just literally destroyed all women; you're now fighting for men who want to 

dress up in costume mockery of women. Where have you gone? Gone nuts! This world has gone 

plumb loco, folks; it's gone nuts, it's gone crazy!  

 

So, in the midst of all this insanity, our enemies are looking at us and laughing. The Chinese Dragon is 

laughing; the Russian Bear is laughing, “have a party with vodka.” They're happy, they're laughing; this 

is a joke. They're busy now conquering countries and getting ready to kill and destroy in a nuclear 

war and what is America doing? What is the Bald Eagle team doing? The Bald Eagle team cannot 

figure out whether or not the Bald Eagle is going to wear women's lingerie. You know what I’m 

saying? This is crazy! Is he going to wear red, white and blue shorts, or is he going to put on lingerie? 

Which one? Which one is it? We're going plumb loco; we're going nuts here!  
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And our Special Forces Operatives, they're forced to wear high heels for inclusion training?? Our 

Special Forces guys have to be UTTERLY HUMILIATED! These are the alpha males of alpha males, 

folks. They are the killers of killers, and for inclusivity, equality and diversity training they are forced 

to wear red high heels and walk around. Oh my gosh! This is utter humiliation! You're taking away 

the last thing that man has. He's got ability, but you take away his pride? He's got nothing. What is he 

doing? Oh my gosh! We're not making this up folks, this is actually happening. The Navy, the Air 

Force, the Army have all released their diversity inclusion and equality video presentations that they 

give to all the cadets. Oh my gosh! Are you kidding me? We're in a lot of trouble, folks! 

 

What do you think the Chinese Dragon does when it looks at this? “Whoo! Whoo! Go, go, go, go!” That's 

what they're going to say? And the Russians what are they going to say? They're going to be happy; 

they're going to be saying something like, “vodka, vodka!” This is crazy! For a man who is going into 

war killing people, to humiliate him like that! The organizing committee, the leaders humiliating these 

killers and these war fighters by making them prance around in red high heels, while all their other 

Army brothers and sisters they're all laughing inside, but they can't laugh because if they get caught 

laughing, they're going to get punished! 

 

Can you imagine this? This is what you do to an ENEMY that you're trying to humiliate and 

demoralize. They're doing this to OUR military folks! It's crazy! No wonder why they can’t reach their 

quotas this year; nobody wants to join. What kind of alpha male wants to go in there? An alpha male 

wants to go in and become Rambo, and not freaking RuPaul! 

 

So, what do you think our foreign adversaries think when they see us? We are an utter JOKE, folks! 

We are a laughing stock! And that's bad, that's really bad, because if America is a laughing stock and 

Europe of course is a laughing stock to these people as well, all you got left is China and Russia. That's 

it; that's all you have left. There are no other big leaders left, and the small countries will follow the 

big superpowers. So, what do you have left? You have totalitarian Russia, you have China and Xi 

Jinping and the Red Dragon of communism, political satanism; that's all you got. The world is headed 

in a BAD place in the era of judgment. 

 

But even though the world's going crazy folks, it means of course that God's Kingdom is coming. 

Where does it come? God's Kingdom starts on the local folks. I know that's kind of cliché, and we hear 

it so much because it's true. It starts with the changes of the hearts and minds of men and women, and 

the good thing about the American worldview and the Judeo-Christian worldview is that we can 

actually define man and woman. (Laughing) We’re not confused about the most BASICS of reality. 

  

Remember that movie where that little four-year-old kid just randomly in the middle of kindergarten 

class shouts to the teacher, “Miss Abbott, boys have a penis; girls have a vagina?” You remember 

Kindergarten Cop, where the little kid does that randomly? Even that little child, he's stating a true 

claim which is actually backed up by fact. He's smarter than all the PhDs, all the doctors; he's smarter 

than the President of the United States RIGHT now folks! And Russia and China know that. 
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2 Corinthians chapter 8.  

Macedonia is an example of giving.  

1Moreover, brethren, we do you to wit of the grace of God bestowed on the churches of Macedonia;                 
2 How that in a great trial of affliction the abundance of their joy and their deep poverty abounded unto the riches 

of their liberality.                                                                                                                                                              
3 For to their power, I bear record, yea, and beyond their power they were willing of themselves;                
4 Praying us with much intreaty that we would receive the gift, and take upon us the fellowship of the 

ministering to the saints. 

5 And this they did, not as we hoped, but first gave their own selves to the Lord, and unto us by the will of God. 
6 Insomuch that we desired Titus, that as he had begun, so he would also finish in you the same grace also. 
7 Therefore, as ye abound in every thing, in faith, and utterance, and knowledge, and in all diligence, and in your 

love to us, see that ye abound in this grace also. 

8 I speak not by commandment, but by occasion of the forwardness of others, and to prove the sincerity of your 

love.                                                                                                                                                                                   
9 For ye know the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, that, though he was rich, yet for your sakes he became poor, that 

ye through his poverty might be rich.                                                                                                                       
10 And herein I give my advice: for this is expedient for you, who have begun before, not only to do, but also to be 

forward a year ago. 

11 Now therefore perform the doing of it; that as there was a readiness to will, so there may be a performance also 

out of that which ye have.                                                                                                                                              
12 For if there be first a willing mind, it is accepted according to that a man hath, and not according to that he 

hath not. 13 For I mean not that other men be eased, and ye burdened:                                                                           
14 But by an equality, that now at this time your abundance may be a supply for their want, that their abundance 

also may be a supply for your want: that there may be equality:                                                                              
15 As it is written, He that had gathered much had nothing over; and he that had gathered little had no lack.  

16 But thanks be to God, which put the same earnest care into the heart of Titus for you.                                      
17 For indeed he accepted the exhortation; but being more forward, of his own accord he went unto you.       
18 And we have sent with him the brother, whose praise is in the gospel throughout all the churches;            
19 And not that only, but who was also chosen of the churches to travel with us with this grace, which is 

administered by us to the glory of the same Lord, and declaration of your ready mind: 

20 Avoiding this, that no man should blame us in this abundance which is administered by us:                     
21 Providing for honest things, not only in the sight of the Lord, but also in the sight of men.                               
22 And we have sent with them our brother, whom we have oftentimes proved diligent in many things, but now 

much more diligent, upon the great confidence which I have in you.                                                                          
23 Whether any do enquire of Titus, he is my partner and fellow helper concerning you: or our brethren be 

enquired of, they are the messengers of the churches, and the glory of Christ.                                                            
24 Wherefore shew ye to them, and before the churches, the proof of your love, and of our boasting on your behalf. 
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This is an interesting scripture; it is about the Macedonian church where they're dealing with three 

major issues:  

2 How that in a great trial of affliction the abundance of their joy and their deep poverty abounded unto the riches 

of their liberality.                                                                                                                                                              

1-Number one they're dealing with “a great trial of affliction.” That's the Greek word for tribulation, so 

there may be tremendous political persecution. Remember at the time of Paul and the establishment of 

the churches all throughout the Mediterranean, believing in Christianity is illegal; you will be 

persecuted and you can be killed. In fact, Paul was brought all the way up to Caesar and eventually 

killed for the Gospel, right? You'll be killed if you are preaching the Gospel. Macedonia is in modern 

day Greece and he's going all around to Philippi and different churches there doing church planting 

and of course there's always a threat. Macedonia stands out, so, they're going through a “great trial of 

affliction.  

2-But look at that! They're going through affliction but yet they have joy: “the abundance of their joy”. 

Amen! You see that? They're going through a great trial of affliction but yet they have what? 

Abundance of joy! That's probably the greatest power against the Devil when he's trying to tear you 

down, bring you down, make you try to destroy yourself, make you give up, tap out, et cetera. You all 

know what I'm talking about, right? He’s giving that affliction hoping you tap, and not struggle out of 

there and not keep up the fight. But in that fight, look at that: “the abundance of their joy”, they have an 

abundance of joy. Why? Because they can reflect on the suffering and the price that Christ had to pay 

to redeem them of their sin, to bring them before the throne of God for salvation.  

3- “and their deep poverty abounded unto the riches of their liberality.”   

The Macedonian church is also dealing with poverty. This whole church in Macedonia they're very, 

very poor but they're giving to the Lord, they're giving to the ministry                                                                                                                                                            

 

 

The world getting poorer 

This sounds like what's happening to America now, and to the world really. The world's getting 

poorer and poorer. Folks, if you're talking about fifty dollars a pound for beef that means it's a 

hundred dollars for two pounds of beef which you could buy for maybe six to eight bucks right now. 

Are you with me folks? Your hundred bucks became six bucks because of the war in Ukraine, the 

destruction of supply chain, the meat supply lines. Cow feed is too expensive, not profitable anymore 

for farmers and they have to sell half their stock etc. Then you don't have a supply of beef anymore 

and those prices start astronomically increasing. Your hundred bucks just became six bucks. 

 

Remember, we heard all those stories about the ruble at the collapse of the Soviet Union; how the 

ruble crashed and how people were throwing it to feed fires, using it as timber basically? This is the 

beginning of what's happening; you see the dollar is crashing. What you could usually buy with 6 

bucks you would have to spend 100. That means 100 bucks don't mean anything; 100 bucks is nothing. 

A $100 bill used to be a lot, right? All these rappers, they're raining $100 bills; a $100 bill used to be a 
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lot. But now if that kind of inflation hits, it becomes 6 bucks. You're paying $100 for two pounds of 

meat.  

 

In Tennessee right next to Cheong Pyeong there’s a diner; they make a one-pound burger. That burger 

would be $50 just for the meat, let alone cheese and one piece of lettuce and the one small pickle that 

they have on there; but the freaking meat is huge. It's Tennessee! You understand what I'm saying, 

okay? A $50 burger! If you got a double burger; you'd pay $100! Oh, my Lord! Are you kidding me? 

Now we're used to that in Korea because we're paying 10,000 wons for a burger; 10,000 wons! But 

Americans are going to have to start getting used to those higher numbers now; it's not like when $100 

could buy you a lot. Oh, my God! That's unbelievable! 

 

So, in this situation what is America going to do? Let's say America is the Macedonian church. Satan is 

ravaging you; you're becoming poor; you're going to be hitting abject poverty pretty soon. The Third 

World is already hitting abject poverty; as the First World collapses into Third World, the Third World 

becomes just totally hellish. Starvation numbered in the millions during the covid epidemic, especially 

in the Third World. Millions died. The UN didn’t report it; nobody cared about all the poor Africans 

or people from different countries where they had massive famines because they disrupted the entire 

world supply chain, the world trade and world economies; they disrupted them all. 

 

But you have a situation now where all the rich countries are getting poor. What are you going to do 

when people have to pay $100 bucks for two pounds of beef? They fight at what? Black Friday! People 

are fighting for LCD TV screens. Can you imagine in America if you see fights breaking out in a 

supermarket over beef, a pound of ground beef! And it's not even nice; it's just regular ground beef. 

It's not like rib eye or filet mignon or T-bone or whatever. Imagine you're trying to get ribs at the local 

shop, “Here's your check: 380 dollars for your rack of ribs.” Oh, my goodness! Are you kidding me?  

 

What would happen to America? It would FUNDAMENTALLY change. We've been so spoiled with 

such cheap produce; obviously heavy laden with hormones and GMOs etc., but nonetheless quite 

cheap produce. Imagine if that skyrockets and you're paying hundreds of dollars for the smallest bit 

of beef! How are you going to feed a family of five? We've got four boys and all of them eat a pound 

of beef in one sitting. It's a hundred dollars a meal for one person just to have tacos at home! It would 

fundamentally DEVASTATE America!  

 

And isn't it interesting that we have the energy crisis with the gas supply with Russia and all that kind 

of thing, and now Saudi Arabia and different Middle Eastern countries are saying that they're going to 

trade in yuan and be off the dollar etc., and kill the petrodollar. 

 

 

Dangerous with self-restraint 

Well, on the other side of the energy system, calories are now under tremendous threat, and isn't it 

funny how Bill Gates is positioned PERFECTLY for this. He and a lot of the pharma companies are 

already investing in alternative food products. Have you heard of the meatless hamburgers? All soy. 
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By the way if males eat a lot of soy, you get the male breasts; if you eat a lot of soy, you get a lot of 

estrogen which of course causes cancer in men. If you have high levels of estrogen, guess what? 

You're also going to become weaker as a male, less aggressive; but it's very important for males to be 

dangerous, very, very important. 

 

Jordan Peterson is always racked by the liberals about this; men have to be dangerous. Why? Because 

it's the only alternative to weak. It's the only alternative! One must be dangerous but be capable of 

control; that's the whole purpose. Jordan Peterson is using the example of martial arts. The whole 

purpose of a martial artist is to become dangerous but to control it. And that is a virtue. It's a virtue if 

you're dangerous and you control it; that's a virtue. You are showing tremendous self-restraint. 

 

But it's not a virtue if you're not dangerous, if you're weak. You're not dangerous so it's not a virtue, 

you're not restraining anything; you're just weak and helpless. It's not a virtue being helpless and it's 

not a virtue being weak. You understand how that works folks? The Lefties they try to pretend to be 

weak, and that being helpless is a virtue, and of course it just happens to be the virtues that 

communist governments always want from their people, isn't it? They don't want their people to be 

dangerous and yet have self-restraint. That means what? To have a conscience, that means to have 

mind and body control. That means what? To have an appreciation for the value of human beings, of 

justice as well; a sense of jurisprudence, a sense of fairness and not just snuffing people's lives out 

willy-nilly, for no reason as the governments of the world do. No! Being dangerous but good, 

dangerous but controlled. Amen! 

 

This is of course the Rod of Iron Kingdom. The Rod of Iron Kingdom is based on those principles; it's 

about a whole civilization of people that are dangerous, that have the power of judgment that the 

Lord has. When Christ returns, he brings the power of judgment back to what? Back to the earth, and 

the power of that judgment as Father delineated is against political Satanism. He has judged evil on 

the earth and the hands that feed the tool of Satan which is socialism, communism and political 

Satanism. THAT is the apparatus of Satan, that IS the machine; that is the beast on which Satan rides 

and rules and dominates the entire earth. 

 

The Rod of Iron Kingdom is completely opposite. The Rod of Iron Kingdom is where on the local, the 

person is called into co-heirship with Christ; is called to being a king and a priest; is called to take 

responsibility over his person, his family, his effects and his neighbors. He is called to be 

magnanimous; he's called to be generous; he's called to be what? Just! He's called to be what? Slow to 

anger; meek means slow to anger; somebody who is not easily provoked.  

 

In the Beatitudes you read, “Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth.” Those who are slow to 

be provoked to anger shall inherit the earth. That makes a lot more sense than the “meek”, because 

usually you take the meek and it seems like the weak. But weak is not a virtue, helpless is not a virtue. 

“Those who are slow to anger will inherit the earth.” Ah, that makes more sense! That makes a lot of sense. 

That's the meaning of meek; it means slow to be provoked. That's the way any magnanimous king or 
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queen must be. They must have the power of danger but they also must be controlled; they must be 

restraint with it.  

 

Our Founding Fathers in America talked about a “government of the people.” The people must have 

self-restraint; they must have what they called “self-governance.” If one is not able to govern oneself 

the nation cannot be governed. You just have a bunch of hoodlums and crazy people running around, 

burning things, blowing things up, setting cities on fire as Antifa and BLM did. 

 

 

The judgment - for what? 

You see, why Trump had to invoke the Insurrection Act, folks? Because there was an actual 

insurrection going on; they were BURNING down cities. By the way, this actually happened a couple 

of years ago. They were burning down America and the cities and getting off the hook. What was 

Trump supposed to do? He was supposed to fulfill his responsibility and push for the Insurrection 

Act because it was an insurrection. That's why Mike Lindell, “the pillow guy” is so hunted by the FBI; 

because he was telling Trump directly, “Do it! Do it!” But Trump got cold feet; maybe it's because he 

got the double jab. He keeps pushing that double jab. Boy! Oh, my gosh! God’s blessing is going to 

leave him.  

 

He already let the most radical communists take over all the branches of government. He thought, 

“Okay, I'm just going to get back in the next cycle.” Well, you see how fast the world is degenerating into 

World War III in one or two years? You understand how fast this can degrade? Now, entire giant 

pipelines are being demolished, clearly by Special Ops teams. They're not saying that it’s CIA Ukraine 

assets, etc. But who is escalating this quickly to get it rolling fast, get more conflict and more bombs 

being thrown and lobbed up? Obviously, the people in power. They want that; at least it's profitable 

for them. So, they want it because then what? You can't have midterms and you certainly can't have a 

2024 Trump return, “I'll be back!” You certainly can’t have a 2024 Trump return to the White House, 

“the triumphant savior Trump will come and save everybody!” No! He won't, folks!  

 

Remember, we were telling this to people at the end of the election? Remember all those QAnon 

people were saying, “Oh, he's going to come back and he’s going to use the military and he’s going to throw 

Biden out?” We were saying, “No, no, no, no, no! He's not coming. This is not Hollywood; this is actual 

warfare.” Remember these people? They were saying, “He's going to be at this rally and he's going to order 

all of them!” And it was already way past after they had taken the White House. You remember this? 

“It's going to happen in November, it's going to happen in December, it's going to happen in March!” And 

people believed this because they're good-hearted and they want to have hope. But this is warfare, 

we're in the midst of war, and just because people have wishful thinking it doesn't mean the war goes 

that way. In fact, it usually goes the opposite. So, we're living in an unbelievable time and we're seeing 

this right in front of our eyes. 

 

In 2 Corinthians chapter 8, Paul is talking about the Macedonian church saying, “Hey look, they're 

pushing the Gospel.” Why? Because the Gospel of the Kingdom of God is the only thing that can start 
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changing people's hearts, folks. The purpose of the tribulation, of the judgment is for what? For the 

quickening; it's for the preparation of the hearts of people. Why? Because they're seeing all the 

systems of the world collapse and fail them; even things that they thought were so solid and 

permanent like the U.S, like their meds, like their food and beef prices. Now people are starting to 

realize, “Whoa! These things are not under our control; we can't take them for granted. They may not be there 

next month; they may not be there tomorrow.” 

We may go to Walmart tomorrow and,  

-“Whoa! What's all this massive price increase?” 

-“Well, it's because of this and that. You know we can't get that.” 

 

It's the first time in decades that we were seeing empty shells in America. You remember that, a 

couple of years ago during the covid craziness? Now people have become used to it; it’s become 

normalized and they’re doing it slowly. They had the empty shelves and then they replenished them 

and they had the empty shells and they replenished them. What are they training you to do?  

 

They're training you, “Oh no, trust us. Trust the government. Once it's empty, we can always replenish it.” 

But that's not true. One day it'll be empty and you’ll say,  

“Hey! When's the shipment coming out? I'm trying to pick up some milk or cheese or whatever.” 

“Oh, yeah, they say it's coming in next Tuesday.”                                                                                                        

Then next Tuesday you're coming,                                                                                                                          

-“Hey, where's the cheese?”                                                                                                                                           

-“Oh, you know there's another delay in the shipment, etc. It's going to come in on Monday.”                       

And it doesn't come in. 

 That's how it happens, folks. They've acclimated us to make us trust the system: it's gone but they'll 

replenish; it's gone but it's not that big a problem, “don't worry, it's going to come back.” But one day it 

doesn't come back. One day you're like, “Oh, I've been waiting two or three weeks but you know the butcher 

says it's going to be in next week, so I think I'll have hope and I'll believe in him.” And then it's another and 

then it's another. 

You understand how the entire world civilization has been transformed over a span of maybe four, 

five years? They've done MASSIVE worldwide transformation, psychological operation on the entire 

world. Most people in the world now have acclimated to this new type of reality that has been 

created. Most people in the world now go to the supermarket and when they see empty shelves they 

don't worry; it's not a sign for them to prepare or to have storable food in their homes or to have a 

good shelter for them. It's just, “Oh no, that happened last year during the covid. You know how the supply 

goes; it'll be in next week.” They’ve been taught to trust and not prepare. Are you with me folks? 

MASSIVE transformation the world over! Not just in a small country; I'm talking about the entire 

world folk. Massive worldwide transformation! 

But when it comes to thermonuclear war and these lobbing nuclear missiles and all this kind of stuff, I 

mean, don't expect ShopRite and Walmart to be full; don't expect you'll be able to drive in and just 

pick up your groceries. It's going to be a totally different reality. You saw what happened when 

hurricane Ian hit down there in Florida; it ravaged and people were putting signs out on their door 
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saying, “Loot here, die here!” Yeah! Because the studies show that when people can't eat, they will turn 

to cannibalism within two weeks; within two weeks people would eat human flesh. That means 

within two weeks they're willing to kill for food; within two weeks of hunger, they're willing to eat 

you for it. Are you with me, folks? That's how fast society degrades; very, very quickly. 

 

Greater receptivity of the heart                                                                                                        

Of course, the point of all this tribulation is Satan tries to destroy the world and take the world for 

himself; the Harlot of Babylon on a microcosmos, leading that charge greatly. But then the judgment, 

what does it do? It wakes people up; it wakes up their heart. It makes them realize, “Whoa! The 

establishments that we have believed in and trusted they cannot be trusted anymore! Whoa! These systems like 

Big Pharma, Big Agra, they can't be trusted. Why is the Department of Agriculture buying AR-15s and fully 

automatic weapons? Why is the IRS hiring 87,000 new people with the job description saying that they should 

be ready and willing to shoot and kill? What is going on here? Why are they buying five million rounds of 

ammo? What are they going to do with that ammo? I thought they were accountants. What are the accountants 

doing with all those guns and ammo and a job description saying, ‘Be ready to shoot and kill?’ I thought you 

were supposed to be an accountant. What's going on with America?” 

But in that craziness people wake up; you see they wake up. And this is what Paul's doing in the 

collapse of the Roman Empire as he is now planting churches and preaching the Gospel. Remember 

the Gospel that Jesus Christ declared, it's the gospel of what? The Kingdom of God. His Gospel is 

talking about the Kingdom of God. 

The Kingdom of God is the antithesis to what the citizens of the world from the fall on have been 

encountering, which is what? Totalitarianism, authoritarianism, in the modern day called socialism, 

communism, political Satanism; that's what they've been under. The Kingdom of God is antithesis; it's 

radically different and that's why it gives people hope. The more tyranny they're under, the more 

hope they can feel in the Kingdom. The governments of this world are always using leverage and 

squeezing and suffocation and submission. Why? Because they're trying to control the hearts and 

minds of men and women; they're trying to make people compliant, “Comply to what we command you 

to do! Comply with what we have ordered you to do! Comply with the vaccine! Comply with the mask! Comply 

and shut down your business! Comply and shut down your church! Comply and don't sing hymns!” Do you 

remember this, folks? The whole purpose of that is to have you submit, is to have you give your heart 

and mind to Satan.  

But it's interesting because under that tyranny, under that type of poverty and tyranny, the more 

difficult the situation of the nation, the greater the trial of affliction as we saw in verse 2,                  

“How that in a great trial of affliction the abundance of their joy and their deep poverty abounded unto the riches 

of their liberality.” The greater the trials of affliction, guess what? At the same time the greater the 

RECEPTIVITY of the heart to find hope and what? An abundance of joy in the Kingdom of God. Are 

you with me folks? 

The point is: how do you change the nation? You change that from the local. We all know that; we all 

believe that; we all heard that millions of times. Mastriano says it all the time; people say it all the 

time, “you got to fight from the local; you got to fight the politics from the local. It's about changing the hearts 
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and minds of the local.” Then of course, how do you instill within people the supernatural power to 

fight evil? It can't be just getting together and fighting politics, right? We have to go to the 

fundamental power that's just physical, that's just human power, that's just the power of the people. 

But the power of people that are not led by God is no power at all. Amen! So, the power of people 

comes from their understanding and their love for the Creator, love for His beauty, love for His 

nature, love for His character, love for the things that He values like freedom and responsibility and 

justice; love for these things. 

The substantiation of that is the Kingdom Constitution that Father released through the Three 

Kingship. The Kingdom Constitution shows the ultimate goal of the Christian Kingdom; it shows the 

final answer, the total handcuffing of centralized power. 

And in a world that is now fading into the darkness, a world that is fading into the abyss, a world that 

has lost its way; that has forgotten who they are, that can't determine what a man or woman is, now 

saying that men can get pregnant- you understand how crazy this world has become; nuts -  in a 

world that is fading into lunacy, where lunacy is becoming normalcy, how the souls and the spirits of 

those people desperately want God to bring some order out of this chaos! 

 

Accountability to God                                                                                                                    

When reading the Scripture that got me praying. We are the chosen people, we are the microcosm, we 

have the Kingdom Constitution, we have the Rod of Iron Kingdom, we can give hope to people when 

we go meet new friends. Our teams are starting to develop this now; training them in the Word of 

God, getting back to God, but also at the same time home defense, “Stop the Bleed” training; all these 

kinds of things that help what? People take responsibility for themselves, for their families, take 

responsibility not just in a philosophical agnosticism. No! Taking responsibility, being accountable to 

the Creator God, the Father of all creation, “I want to put you there to protect your family. I want to put you 

there to protect your wife. I want to put you there to protect your husband. I want to put you there to protect 

your parents.” Amen!  

And to start empowering those families. Not only are we going to pray for them; not only are we 

going to bring gifts for them etc., “Welcome to Sanctuary Church!” No! But also, to help train them in 

firearm safety.  

David invites people of the community to do basics of pistol and classes like 

that.  

CJ Thompson, a Green Beret is coming. He should be charging way more 

than he's charging and Jerry is of course sponsoring him, just footing the bill 

for everybody. So, these folks are trying to give things that they have, because 

in the end it takes the hearts and minds of people, and not only Christians 

that accept Jesus Christ and are saved, because NOW you're His hands and 

feet. 
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It's not like the Founding Fathers who fought the British, they said, “I'm saved by Jesus Christ; Lord, take 

me now! Rapture me now! The British are coming! Rapture! Rapture! Come on baby, rapture me now! Come 

on, I'm ready to go; rapture me now!” Can you imagine if the Founding Fathers had that kind of spirit? 

We would never have been able to throw off the tyranny of the British; we would just have been part 

of the empire. 

It's all about that accountability to God. Does God desire the world to fade into the abyss of 

totalitarianism and agnosticism and atheism and despair and nihilism and death? Or is God letting 

this time of tribulation come because of central figures etc.; but allowing this time for what? A 

quickening and then during that quickening, what is the body of Christ doing, what is the microcosm 

doing with their hands and feet? Are we going after people’s hearts and minds? Are we going after 

people to save their souls? Get them saved; that's number one. Accept Jesus Christ as your Lord and 

Savior, get spiritually saved, accept True Father as his Second Coming, Divine Principle. 

Understand the sexual nature of the Fall which leads to ALL the types of power that the Satanists 

have. Oh, you see that? The Satanists use fallen sex to hold onto their blackmailing organizations. We 

talked about that. Pedophilia, human trafficking, it's all about the Fall; it's chapter 3 of Genesis. Satan 

is the first pedophile, sex groomer, using that power to control humanity. That's why you see it in all 

the Satanist global organizations. 

Understanding that responsibility then, what does that mean? The responsibility to be a powerful 

husband and wife in the home. All the tax system and all the forcing people to work for double 

incomes and all that, what is that meant to do? That's meant to separate you from your children. It's 

meant to stress you out, so when you come home you can't be investing in the relationship; you'll be 

tearing it apart. When you come home, you're so exhausted you don't have time to invest in your 

children; you will send them quickly to go be edumacated on the yellow brainwashing school buses, 

“I'm so dang tired! Just get on a dang yellow bus!” But it's going to kill them, it's going to make them into 

enemies of God, it's going to make them hate Him; at least the probability is there. “But I'm just so 

tired, I'm just so dang tired!” That's how people become, and then it's just a roll of the dice now; the 

whole purpose is to split the family. 

 

God’s Kingdom in the home                                                                                                                       

Once people become ready to become a blessed family, well they have to start training, getting ready 

for blessed marriage. What does that mean to be a king and a queen? What does it mean to be a priest 

and an evangelist? What does it mean to start building the Kingdom within my marriage? Oh, oh! 

You’re all hearing this now! What does it mean to establish the Kingdom in marriage? What does it 

mean to establish the Kingdom in the family environment where you're now ruling justly in your 

home? Not emotionally, not having temper tantrums, not being able to control yourself acting like a 

crazy king or a crazy queen. No! Ruling with justice in the home like a good judge. 

It's all connected, because the stronger the social units and the Kingdom units of the families and 

marriages are… and at the same time they’re Rod of Iron kings and queens! Whoa! That's a strong 

system right there; it's the foundation of society. And if those families get turned onto the Kingdom, 

understand the Kingdom culture, understand their responsibility within the Kingdom of God; not 
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only making mental acquiescence to being saved spiritually, but taking a stand and being responsible 

for the world that God has given us, being the hands and feet of God. Critical! That's why, in this time 

of trial and tribulation, the worst the trials of affliction become, the worst the poverty becomes, the 

softer the hearts of people become. 

 

The Fellowship of the Saints                                                                                                         

The accoutrement of the Rod of Iron, the weapon, doesn't do it all. That is an accoutrement in the 

hands of a just people that is serving and following God. It's like the samurai sword in the hand of 

somebody who's an honorable person; it can create peace and stability. But commies have weapons 

too, right; commies have weapons, governments have weapons. They rule unjustly, obviously; they 

disarm their population, obviously. 

But building that sense of responsibility, that community! The modern Christian megachurch has 

become what? You're going to a megachurch, Catholic Church same way; a big hierarchical church. 

They're passing around the basket, “make a donation, make a donation.” That money is going to this or 

that.  

But Paul is talking about what? Look in verse 4 

4 Praying us with much intreaty that we would receive the gift, and take upon us the fellowship of the 

ministering to the saints.                                                                                                                                                  

So, the Macedonian church is helping the spreading of the Gospel but there's a FELLOWSHIP within 

the church of the early body of Christ. It's not like a megachurch where you go and you don't know 

the people around you; you don't have any fellowship. There are like eight thousand people there; 

you just say, “Hey!” “Hey!” and go your separate way. There's no fellowship, there's no community of 

the saints. It’s not like, “Oh that family is hard hit because they just had a baby; they’re a young family and 

that young man just got laid off. So, let's go help them!” You understand? There's no consciousness of that 

because it's such a large gathering. But here Paul is talking about contributing to help the fellowship 

of the saints, helping strengthen the brotherhood. 

That doesn't mean just giving welfare, right? No, it means helping, training people up. Are you with 

me folks? There are predatory people that say, “Oh! I’m a victim, victim, victim! Give me, give me!” right 

There are these kinds of predator people obviously and they can't be enabled. The more money you 

throw at them, the worse their situation; they get back on the drugs, the meth. You know how it is.  

But the point is stepping up the fellowship and help that brother become stronger. Let's say one of our 

brothers noticed that one of the brothers in the community is weak in terms of his training, his 

preparation; that put a calling on his heart,                                                                                                   

“I'm going to go visit that man's family.                                                                                                                                

I'm going to go give him a safety class                                                                                                                                     

I'm going to go give him a training class                                                                                                                                 

I'm going to shoot with him; I’ll bring some of my ammo and shoot with him                                                         
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I'm going to get him to understand what this Rod of Iron is about. It's not only a weapon; it's understanding 

the responsibility that I have to defend civilization, defend the Covenant relationship that it has with God.” 

As we know, in the gun community there are a lot of people that are still lost inside. They don't have 

God, they don't have a reason why they collect all those guns; they're just accoutrements, they're just 

objects. The Bible tells us, “The love for money is the root of all evil.” (1 Timothy 6: 10) So, just amassing 

material things, that's not a Rod of Iron king! That's not a Rod of Iron priest! Amen! We're not 

amassing stuff just for the sake of amassing stuff, or because it’s your hobby and you like it. No! 

There's a sense of responsibility that's given us through the covenantal relationship, the beginning of 

the nation, the identity of the country and of the Kingdom that is tied in a covenantal relationship; a 

promise before God consecrated on a sacred altar. You understand? There's a meaning behind. Are 

you with me, folks? 

So, when they see that other brother, “Oh, he's lacking, he's not training, he's not doing this and that,” 

some of our brothers who are very good in the Rod of Iron training will just call him and say, “Hey! 

Brother, I want you to come over and shoot with me. I'll give you a couple of pointers.” You understand that 

they're donating their time, their money, their ammo for you, but that's brotherly love. That is “the 

great grace of God,” as it is called in this chapter. When people do that for one another in the church in a 

brotherly community, they're showing brotherhood, “Thank you for doing this. You don't have to do this; 

you don't have to invest in me. But you see me as important, you see me as part of God's Kingdom, you see me 

as lacking. You have something that can strengthen me and you're willing out of the charity and the love of your 

own heart to invest that so that the body becomes stronger.” That's a good thing folks! These megachurches 

nowadays they don't have any of that; you don't even know the person three seats over. 

The fellowship of saints, this is very important; the strengthening of one another! That culture of, “I 

want you to succeed. You're a king in the Kingdom of God. I need you to succeed. You're part of this whole 

Kingdom; you're part of the Peace Police-Peace Militia and I'm invested in making you succeed. I'm invested in 

you having the best possible relationship with your wife and vice versa. I'm invested in you having the best 

possible relationship with your children, and vice versa with their parents. I CAN’T do it for YOU, but we can 

pray for you, we can support you, we can educate you, we can help, we can get you the training and get all those 

kinds of things.” In the end that person has to walk their five percent. Amen! And is not always perfect 

like everybody. 

 

Love & Respect                                                                                                                                    

But you know what? Between spouses, forgiveness is easy when they know both are trying. How 

many know that? If you know your husband, your wife is trying to become a higher-level priest, 

higher-level king, higher-level queen, higher-level evangelist, when they make mistakes, you have 

compassion; you can forgive quickly, right. If you don't feel they are trying to become better, then it's 

harder to forgive. But again, it's not about, “Oh, you change first, I'll change then.” No! Flip it, flip it! You 

can't control them; you can control here (showing the heart); change this first.  

The queens can't be like, “Oh, I'll be respectful once my king is loving, okay.” But you can't control that, so 

you'll be waiting around a long time, and maybe during that time of waiting it's not going to stay 

stable. It may actually start degrading, probably going 80%, 90% downhill; not flat. It's going to go 
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downhill if you let this problem keep growing, if you let it escalate without any resolution; if you 

don't de-escalate. So, it's not about, “Oh, no, no, no, no! My king has to be loving first, then I'll be 

respectful.” No, I'm sorry that's not how it works.  

The Commandment of Ephesians 5 is” Love your wife unconditionally, respect your husband 

unconditionally.” Whoa! That's hard! That's hard! It's not always easy to be loving to your queen 

because sometimes she aggravates you; she gets on your nerves and makes you want to pull out your 

hair, etc.; vice versa too. Sometimes your king gets on your nerves and you just want to UNLEASH 

the tongue upon him. The power of life and death is in the tongue. Amen! So, maybe God is saying, 

“Hey! Hold that tongue baby girl; hold that tongue! Don't scar him! Don't do something you're going to regret. 

Why don't you think about it a little bit? Come to Me; pray with Me.” And after that prayer, after you spent 

a little time with the Father, now you're not as angry, “Now, I'm going to write down what I'm going to 

talk to my king about. I want to write it down. I’m not going to cry; I’m not going to use emotional leverage. I'm 

going to write it down and be clear, and if I promise twenty minutes, I'm going to finish in fifteen.” Whoo! See, 

if you keep that pattern up, now he's going to actually say, “Wow! I can trust this person.” 

So, it's not about waiting for the other person to do it; it's about changing what I can control now. You 

can't control your spouse. You can try to guilt shame them all you want, but they're going to become 

more and more angry. Because we're sinners too, right? Amen! We're all sinners saved by grace; 

everybody’s got something to work on.  

 

The assets of the Kingdom                                                                                                                         

But all these things are connected. Once we understand, “Oh, the Rod of Iron Kingdom is not only about 

having the accoutrements of arms, but also behaving as a magnanimous king as Christ would, behaving as a 

good priest as Christ would, behaving as a good queen as his bride would, behaving as a good evangelist as his 

bride would.” Amen! It's not only about having these arms. These arms are a critically important 

symbol of any kingdom because it's the promise that if somebody tries to break that Covenant which 

was consecrated on a sacred altar before God, then we will fight them with everything we have, to the 

death. It's that pledge; it's that promise. Are you with me folks? 

At the same time, part of that promise is as well what? Central blessed family. Part of that promise is 

also Peace Police - Peace Militia. It's a decentralized force; there's no federal military or federal police. 

That means everybody at the local has to chip in, has to participate. The most vulnerable target is 

women; that's what the predator class looks to hunt. It's women. That will never change no matter 

what, and even though the Left can't define a woman, it will never change; a woman will always be 

targeted by the predators. So, in terms of demographics they're the MOST essential demographic for 

training to become good protectors. SO critical! 

So, maybe in the fellowship of the body of Christ you see, “Oh man! That family is lacking,” and God 

calls you to help that family, to get their queen trained up, their daughter trained up with the whole 

family together. Don't be doing stupid stuff like, “Oh, God is calling me to have a private meeting with that 

person's wife.” No, no, no, no, no! You're going to jump into adultery then. Don't be dumb bum! No, 

no. Don't be crazy! 
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We have a rule that none of the church staff can be in the same room or in a car alone with the 

opposite sex. You have to keep that clear. “Oh, you know, just my brother, my sister.” Yeah, that's how 

that happens and this happens. Are you with me, folks? You have to be clear on that. You got to 

protect your queen by protecting your temple. Amen! You got to protect your king by protecting your 

temple. Amen! Whoo! Hallelujah! Because that's the root of the Kingdom. 

The point is: in this time of crisis, when trials and affliction become greater, so too does the heart 

become softer, less hardened, searching for God, searching for meaning, identity. This is the time 

where it is critical in order to save the nation to start getting people saved; accepting the culture of 

Judeo-Christian values, accepting Jesus Christ’s spiritual salvation, accepting True Father has the 

Returning Lord. Look at the Cheon Il Guk Constitution: Why the covenantal relationship must be 

protected with the right to bear arms. What does that mean? What is that responsibility? What does it 

mean then to become a husband a wife and a king and a priest and a queen and evangelist? What 

does that mean? 

And starting to invest in those assets of the Kingdom, which is your spouse, which is your children 

which is your family and then in the neighborhood, other families becoming stronger too; those 

become the assets of the Kingdom. Amen! They become what? Central blessed families that are 

protecting God's Kingdom from evil, from corruption, from wickedness, from licentiousness. Why? 

Because they have strong sexual morals and they have a strong beautiful powerful absolute sexual 

romance life in their MARRIAGE so both in the couple are happy and satisfied in their marriage. 

Those families are powerful spiritual pillars for the Kingdom. 

 

 

How to destroy the pillars of the Kingdom 

How do you destroy that through communism? Well, you start making them licentious, you start 

making porn available on everything, you start telling the kids that they should be lesbian and gay 

and that there are all sorts of marriages, all sorts of lifestyles. Then, all that sexual morality starts being 

disrupted; those pillars start crumbling.  

 

Now you're telling them,  

“You can be attracted to anything: beasts, animals, children.” Oh, you see, that always leads to pedoism; 

see folks, always sexual licentiousness always, always, always, leads to pedoism! Always! That’s a 

slippery slope. 

Remember?  

“Oh, we just want to be married like everybody else.” THAT led to now professors coming out saying,  

“No, it's not wrong to have a relationship with an eight-year-old.” Do you understand? It went from,  

“Oh, we want marriage and constitutional protection of our union,” to NOW pushing pedoism as a 

legitimate identity and sexuality and,  

“Don't hate them because they didn't choose it.” How many times have you heard that one? Uh-huh! 

Taking away all human responsibility. 

 “Oh, they didn't CHOOSE it.” Okay, all right! They didn't CHOOSE to lure that child in and then rape 

them! They didn't CHOOSE to lure that person in after a club party and then go have sex with them! 

No, they didn't choose! No, they're VICTIMS!  
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You understand how this works, folks? Taking away all human responsibility 

 

And once you've normalized the PRINCIPLE of taking away all human responsibility, EVERYTHING 

collapses. That's why it's tied to sexual mores; that's why the fall of mankind is tied to sexual mores. 

What are your sexual values as a civilization? Are you going to preserve it within marriage and the 

covenant with God or are you going to allow it to rampantly go in other directions? What's your 

choice? 

 

“Oh, it's not a big deal! Oh, they're just having fun. Oh, they're kids; they're just…” Okay! Look at what has 

happened to America in the last sixty years. You now have a country that is UNRECOGNIZABLE 

from the one you grew up in. It's GONE! The Judeo-Christian sexual mores and values such as: you're 

young and you're on a date and the father's there waiting outdoor,” Uh-uh, you’d better be back by eight. 

Do you understand?” He’s got a shotgun in his hand, “You’d better be back by eight.” Do you understand? 

That day is gone. It’s a totally different world now; it's a crazy landscape. You don't know what the 

heck's going to walk out that door. 

 

 

Be joyous 

That's the power of the Principle. True Father revealed that the power of the sexual values of the 

civilization will determine whether it goes to God or whether it goes to Satan – LITERALLY- and that 

will determine whether it becomes an evil society or a good one. It sounds so simple but it's so crazily 

true. Because in the end the union of husband and wife is “the two will become one flesh.” It is one of 

intimacy which Father called absolute sex romance in marriage, where it should flourish and be 

abundant and be strong and be joyous.  

 
2 How that in a great trial of affliction the abundance of their joy 

As the Bible says, even in the great trials of affliction of the world still you're having abundance of joy. 

Why? Because you have strong assets, you have strong relationships, you've got a great relationship 

with your wife, got great relationships with your kids, with your brothers and sisters that you've 

invested in and helped. You're a rich man; you're rich.  

 

That scripture said, “Christ was rich but he became poor so that you too even though in poverty you will be 

rich.” So even though they're trying to strangulate the entire world, if people can be spiritually rich in 

the Kingdom, then all that strangulation of the big globalist systems and leaders and the World 

Economic Forum, and the U.N have no power because people have joy; they don't live in fear. They 

have an abundance of joy even amidst the trials of affliction. If America starts getting back to a 

relationship with Christ, they will start feeling joy again, not only being an American but being a 

believer in Christ. You have a relationship that extends beyond the grave; you have something with 

the Creator of the universe. You have some incredible joy in living for Him. You're rich; you're rich in 

grace. Are you with me, folks? 
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So, what does that mean? You have POWER, you're happy, you're joyous. All the crashing of the 

world doesn't bring you down AND you prepare at the same time AND you are in a civilization that 

is armed as well. That's a TERRIBLE force to be contending with for the WEF and the U.N; that's the 

last thing they want. 

 

 

Rooting for one another 

Remember, the gospels are the Gospels of the Kingdom of God in which we have to invest in the 

fellowship of the saints; that means in one another. You got to invest in the queen, you got to invest in 

the king; you got to invest in the children because they're the next kings and queens. You got to invest 

in your brother over there because he also is a king in his tribe. Are you with me folks? That is critical. 

That's part of the Kingdom culture. We root for one another.  

 

That's how we tell the young people: when you go on your date with your queen or your king you're 

investing in that relationship and creating memories, put that up online so everybody can encourage 

you. And it can stimulate other people that have been kind of lazy on that like, “Oh, shoot! We got to do 

our spousal day training. Let's go for a shooting date and get some ribs at Red Robin on the way baby!” 

(Laughing) And then we celebrate one another. When King Robbie and Queen Masato-san they have 

their new tea set, celebrate, “Oh, beautiful!” We're celebrating one another. It strengthens that family of 

Peace Police-Peace Militia. It strengthens the Kingdom! You understand how that's all connected? You 

can't just be “work, work, work”, and then let the most critical assets of the Kingdom fade away. You got 

to balance these things. Amen!  

 

We've got to build those assets because in the end, if there's a nuclear war these are going to be your 

key assets, folks, and they’re going to be key assets for the whole community, the body of Christ; it's 

those critical relationships that we’ve poured into and we've invested in. That's why shooting together, 

fellowship, having barbecue together, fishing together, these are all critical activities in the Kingdom. 

It just seems like a hobby but Father told us that in the Kingdom of God we're going to be actualizing 

a hobby lifestyle; he actually called it “the hobby industry.” It’s critical in the Kingdom of God.  

 

It seems like barbecuing is a hobby, it seems like shooting is a hobby, it seems like fishing is a hobby. 

No, but that's fellowshipping. When you don't have centralized law enforcement and military you 

have to get people to hang out together and FELLOWSHIP and love one another, because you're 

going to be in a bunker together if the freaking Russians or Chinese come. You have to encourage 

people to be hanging out and supporting and rooting for one another. You HAVE to, because when 

the evil comes what are you going to do with disassociated disparate isolated people who don't care 

for anybody else except for themselves? What will you do? How will you face an enemy, a predator, a 

roaring lion ready to kill, steal and destroy? That’s how the Bible talks about Satan, right? You're 

going to be alone. That lone wolf mentality DOES NOT WORK! Now the preppers are starting to 

realize, “Oh! I've just been a lone wolf. I'll do it all by myself.” NO! You WON’T! You won't last long at all; 

we all know that. 
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So, just like the Macedonian church they're talking about, 
2 How that in a great trial of affliction the abundance of their joy and their deep poverty abounded unto the riches 

of their liberality.                                                                                                                                                               

Having that liberality even in poverty, to be liberal. In this context they're donating to the mission, 

they're joining the church. In the Kingdom mentality we're talking about investing in the saints, 

helping the brother, getting your brother trained. You feel that one brother is not trained enough, 

“Hey, brother, come on over! Let’s have some BBQ and do some shooting. Hey! Come on, we'll go fellowship! 

Hey, come on, we'll go fishing together!” These kinds of things really, really matter, folks. 

 

How do you think local stuff gets done? It gets done by FELLOWSHIPPING. What do you think all 

these people that are trying to save the country, “we’ve got to take back this country,” what do you think 

they're all begging people to do? Of course, vote for them; but on top of that? Fellowship! Get with 

like-minded people; this is important, very, very important. It's easy to live detached, isolated; we all 

have the big black box and small black box in our hands and everybody's disassociated. Everybody's 

on dates but they're looking at their hands, “What are you DOING? Your wife is sitting right in front of 

you. Why do you have your stupid headphones on?” Or “Your husband is right in front of you. GET OFF the 

dang fashion app!” Are you with me, folks?  

 

But you know when that happens that's bad. That's a sign of a disassociated relationship, that's a sign 

of a disassociated culture; distanced, isolated all in their own little realms, all in their own 

fantasylands. What will you do with that kind of people? You certainly won't be able to group them 

together and fight an organized predatory force.  

 

That’s why in Cheon Seong Gyeong, in that whole end section -you are talking about hundreds of 

pages - Father was talking about the hobby industry and how critical it is to bring families together 

doing hobbies together that are involved in the Peace Police-Peace Militia training. Like fishing and 

hunting and agriculture and farming; these things are incredibly important activities, not only to be 

training but also to be sharing and to be transferring knowledge about. Why? Because in the Kingdom 

there's no centralized police, no centralized law enforcement; everybody's got to help, participate. 

 

“I am my brother's keeper,” that's what Cain should have said. “I AM my brother’s keeper.”  

-“What am I? My brother’s keeper?” No!  

He should have said, “Lord, You're right. I am my brother's keeper. I've got to protect him. I'll be thankful for 

his blessing. I am my brother's keeper. I see my brother is not prepared then I want to go pray with him, I want 

to talk with him, I want to hang out with him and slowly encourage him. I want to show him what I'm doing so 

he gets inspired. I want to show him this new gun I bought so maybe I can start training him in that and 

making him more self-reliant.” You see what I'm saying? “I want to show him my food storage so maybe he 

gets inspired to go buy an extra can of beans every time he goes to the grocery store.” Whatever the case may 

be.  

 

That's why, those religions that fellowship are so important and this is what the churches in America 

have lost; we've lost this sense of caring about our brothers. I'm not just talking about throwing money 

on them. I'm talking about, “You’re squared away in the Kingdom? Hey, let's train together, let's get better 
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for the Kingdom together.” We’ve lost that sense in the whole Western church; the West has lost this 

sense. It's like, “I just come for the message. Give me the message. Encourage me. I'm out of here. Bye! I'm late 

for a meeting.” But that fellowship of saints, this is what the Macedonian church was realizing. They're 

donating to help the fellowship of saints especially the ones in Jerusalem in this context, to try to help 

that ministry expand. It's not like only the pastors and evangelists are part of the ministry; 

EVERYBODY's part of the ministry of God's hands and feet, EVERYBODY who is a believer. Amen! 

 

Every person we touch, we don't know what God is doing with their heart. Amen! So, maybe they 

need that barbecue. Maybe it's that combat vet and he's on his last string and he's right about to pull 

the trigger, but because he came to the Barbecue and Bullets for example, he felt loved; he felt thanked. 

Maybe he came to the Rod of Iron Freedom Festival and the Japanese and Korean groups were 

singing God Bless America with giant USA flags and he saw this, “Oh my God!” We got so many people 

saying, “I've never seen anything like that. It's so unbelievable. I was crying seeing other people in different 

countries thanking America.” You don't know how much we get that.  

 

Our brothers and sisters from Japan and Korea can't come this time; they’re coming with a very tiny 

delegation because of the stupid forcing inoculation of the death jab. If you come in illegally, you 

don't get a death jab; if you come in legally, you get a death jab. This is crazy land! Crazy land! But 

anyway. So, our Japanese and Korean brothers and sisters can't come this time. But what are they 

doing? They're preparing a LIVE performance IN JAPAN for the Rod of Iron Freedom Festival. 

(Applause) They're going to be joining us live singing God Bless America or whatever song to 

ENCOURAGE America to be strong at this time. Even though they can't physically be here they want 

us to succeed. You see what I'm saying?  

 

They are rooting for us folks! That's fellowship of the saints; they're rooting for us. They're sending a 

lot of money here to help us do what we got to do, so that’s the same thing; they're rooting for us. And 

of course, they're coming out to encourage us with the big screens, and who knows there may be a 

couple of thousands and huge American flags. I don't know how they're going to do; we'll see, but 

they're going to be joining. We're going to try to actually zoom them in live and have a performance; 

that'll be beautiful. 

 

So, this is the time for fellowship; fellowship is critical. Fellowship of the saints and also not only our 

saints; we can’t just look inwards but to whoever God is connecting us to. Coronating new kings, 

ordinations of new priests, making people once again feel responsible, accountable to God about their 

marriage. God cares about that big time. Satan wants it to be wrecked so he can bring commies in. If 

your marriage and your family are tight, commies can't come in. It’s much harder! They got to 

separate you, they got to isolate you, they got to make the husband fight the wife, they go make the 

woman fight the man, they got to make them enemies in the same bed, and then they got to take your 

children. THEN they can make communism. 

 

But they can't do that, folks, they can't establish it if they can't make you enemies in your own bed and 

you are lovers and husband and wife - oh beautiful, wonderful joy. Amen! - in the covenant of God, 
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and that's strong, and then at the same time you have a good relationship with your children; you've 

invested in the one-on-one, you’ve trained them one-on-one. The whole commie system is based on 

separating that. It's based on making you enemies in your own bed and then giving your children to 

the STATE. That's the whole system. 

 

That's why God system is the opposite. That's why we're evangelizing and helping people not only 

find spiritual salvation but also physical salvation, and now coming into a beautiful Kingdom lifestyle. 

Join us for our Kingdom barbecue, join us for our Rod of Iron range day, join us for our Bible study, 

join us for our cooking day with the Japanese sisters, whatever it is. Join us, train, feel a sense of 

responsibility in your blessed marriage because that's what the commies are trying to separate. Feel a 

sense of responsibility for the parent-child relationship because that's what commies are trying to 

separate. Are you with me, folks? 

 

 

No Rapture 

Imagine if Christians not only were saying, “I'm waiting for the clouds. Jesus is coming soon. Give me the 

rapture! Rapture me now Lord! A nuclear war with Vladimir Putin and China is coming to our front door; 

China is establishing police stations of the U.S, but rapture me now!” The problem is they're going to have 

to see the tribulation unfold, and it's going to be painful. But through the rising of the afflictions God 

softens the heart; He allows people to realize, “Whoa! I can't just take this path by myself. God maybe 

wants me to be His hands and feet during this period of tribulation. Maybe I need to be part of the Kingdom 

building. Maybe being co-heir with Christ doesn't mean I get to have a pina colada on the beach in the Kingdom 

of God, but that I actually have to stand next to Christ and do work and be an ambassador of his righteousness as 

the Bible says. I really wanted that pina colada on the beach and the feet pictures on Instagram with the pina 

colada like that, but no, no, that's a socialist view of the Kingdom of God.” 

 

Where you have no responsibilities and you just have endless Chinese and Mediterranean buffets 

every day to your heart's consent. You eat all you want, pig out all you want, never gain any weight, 

lounge around in the sand and Jesus is doing it all. He's rounding up all the commies and tyrants and 

saving us. Oh, that's the most irresponsible HEDONISTIC view of the Kingdom that you've ever seen! 

It’s totally unbiblical! If you see the biblical Kingdom, no, you're involved in it; you're actually part of 

His armies. You're actually sitting up on the thrones of judgment upon the nation of Israel and the 

Twelve Tribes. You're also commanded and called to rulership over the nations. “Whoa! There's some 

work involved in there! I thought it was pina colada and socialism and free money from Jesus!”  

 

Ah! That's a problem; big problem. People need to be woken up from commie Jesus to reality Jesus; 

people need to be brought to His Kingdom. Amen! (Applause) Because they're in the false kingdom, 

which is the reason why they're inviting communism to come, “Yes! Come, come, come; come quickly! 

Open the doors!”  

 

You talk to some of these folks; they have good hearts, but it's like, “No, no, no, no, no! We don't have to 

do anything.” Transgenders are going to take over and we're going to lose the war…  I heard this 

patriot, he said, “Yeah, we're going to lose the war. We're going to lose the war against this evil but we're 
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going to be RAPTURED into the clouds!” Oh boy! I tell you the Founding Fathers never believed that. 

Anyway, the whole talk on the Pre -Trib, that's a whole other thing. I don't want to get again into that 

today.  

 

But the point is: that sense of responsibility, urgency and also investing into the critical assets of the 

Kingdom, this is very important folks. As the world becomes more afflicted, as craziness ensues, as it 

exacerbates and it gets worse, we have to have a greater abundance of joy because that joy is 

contagious. We don’t have joy just because we’re happy people. No! We're joyous because we are 

sound in the principles of the Kingdom of God. We’re also sound in reality which means that we're 

also prepared, which means we can empower people because we're prepared people. Amen! Are you 

with me, folks? This is a great critical time. Of course, we've got to pray for the Rod of Iron Freedom 

Festival and all this stuff.  

 

Please join me in prayer. 

 

 

Pastor Sean’s Prayer 

 

Father, we thank You for this beautiful day today. 

We thank You for understanding the church planning, the mission of Paul in the 

study today, where we comprehend the point of investing, like the Macedonian 

church, in the fellowship of the saints, the fellowship of evangelism, the fellowship 

of the softening of the hearts; that in trials of affliction there can be an abundance 

of JOY, that you can have supernatural power in Christ. That gives us the power to 

PRESS forth through these dark storm clouds that are rising. 

 

Father, right now we pray for all the victims in the Florida area and all the brothers and sisters down 

there that are helping and supporting in any way they can. We pray for all the folks also at the 

macrocosm, at the world at large that are under warfare now, a total economic collapse, a freezing 

cold winter with no gas supply. Unbelievable hardship, trials and tribulation that the world and the 

modern age has not seen for the last sixty years. And we are now in the precipice of potential nuclear 

conflict. 

 

Dear God, but even amidst all these crazy things that are happening  

Let us have joy in abundance.  

Let us always change our mindset around, and  

Let that joy in abundance not just allow us to have or hold on to a feeling, but allow us to stimulate us 

into action. To help love our neighbor and to strengthen the fellowship of the saints, to strengthen the 

fellowship of those whom we meet and help build the Kingdom of God in the hearts and minds of 

men, in the hearts and minds of marriage, in the hearts and minds of families. And to be stronger as 

Kingdom people, as those who love Christ and who love people, as those who seek righteousness and 

not evil, as those who seek justice and not injustice. 
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Lord, let us be STRONG at this critical time in this critical hour. You are calling us to be strong, 

courageous, but also joyful and sometimes that's the hardest part.  

Dear God, sometimes we fail not at being strong or courageous but at being JOYFUL.  

 

Dear Lord, let us have that joy once again. Let us resurrect that joy both in our marriage as Central 

Blessed Family, but also with our children, with our parents; with those critical key relationships, 

covenantal relations that abound with YOU at this most critical time. 

 

Dear God, we know that at this time when even the pipelines are being exploded and with the 

escalation of war, that we can fall into despair and isolation, we can fall into the trap of finding 

comfort in social media and these types of black boxes. But at the same time dear God, let us find 

CONSOLATION in those who love You, who pursue You, who are walking Your way, following You 

as “a lamp unto our feet, and a light unto our path.” Let us find SOLACE in one another, root for one 

another. Let us CELEBRATE the small victories that each of our spouses as Central Blessed Families 

have.  

 

Dear God, let those small victories be MASSIVE explosions against the kingdom of Satan and let that 

be part of our preparation and part of … (Sound off) 

 

We want to give You the praise, glory and honor with ALL the kingship lines gathered here with the 

Three Generation Kingship. We pray in your precious name. Amen! Amen! Aju!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


